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UNDERSTANDING DELAY
A reliable, connected-mode transport layer introduces delay [1]:

1. Connection setup: can take several Round Trips (RTT), de-
pending on the protocol.

2. Retransmission: essentially transforms packet loss into ad-
ditional delay.

3. Head-of-line blocking: harmful when multiplexing several
independent communications into a single stream.

We first focus on improving retransmission delays, especially in
the case of thin streams [2] or short-lived communication.

KEY IDEA: MEASURE & REUSE
First, we measure performance metrics about the network,
to improve delay by making better-informed choices (routing,
retransmission. . . ). For instance, TCP already estimates the RTT
to compute a retransmission timeout.

Then, we propose to reuse these performance metrics for sev-
eral flows. This can be done using proxying or multiplexing, or
through application-specific modifications. Reusing performance
metrics benefits short-lived connections and thin streams [2], for
which there is no time to gather performance information.

CONNECTED TRANSPORT FOR DNS

We experiment with connected transport for DNS to improve
retransmission delay under loss. With UDP, the retransmission
timeout is large, to account for the highly variable DNS resolution
delay (in blue). With TCP, retransmission at the transport layer can
work independently from the application layer. Past RTT measure-
ments are used to adjust the retransmission delay of subsequent
requests.

HEAD-OF-LINE BLOCKING
DNS over TCP suffers from head-of-line blocking between DNS
requests. We intend to compare end-to-end performance of DNS
with TCP, QUIC and SCTP in a future work.

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF UDP AND TCP FOR DNS
We compare the performance of UDP and TCP on our local testbed. We show the cumulative distribution of response time for DNS
queries in two cases: RTT larger than inter-query time, and RTT lower than inter-query time. The UDP retransmission timeout was 3 s.
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TCP maintains lower delays than UDP, but may suffer from head-of-line blocking. We also compared several TCP variants, such as
Early Retransmit and Tail Loss Probes, with no significant improvement.

FUTURE WORK
Another potential application of the “measure & reuse” idea is multipath transport. We envision a simpler alternative to Multipath
TCP, in which a connection would use a single path at any given time, and migrate between available paths according to long-term
performance measurements.
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